
Weekly Newsletter 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

With only two weeks until the end of term, its full steam ahead here at EducateU. 

Our competency topic, On Safari, reached new heights of excitement late last week when we welcomed 

RepTyles, a mobile reptile workshop, into school to show our pupils real life animals. Our main hall was 

graced with the presence of a guinea pig, gecko, bearded dragon, chameleon, Chilean rose tarantula, royal 

python, and a Burmese python. Admittedly some of us were a little hesitant with handling the creatures 

and just content listening to the amazing facts about them; however, a few pupils were brave enough to 

hold the creatures and quickly dispel some of their misconceptions. Some of the work produced following 

this visit is now proudly displayed on our topic wall in the main hall. Given the size of the snakes, and how 

they looked hungry, we were also relieved when our pupil headcount after the session matched the initial 

one! 

 

Our budding chef announced he was going to use leftovers this week to make a food dish for us all. We are 

proud how he recognised food waste is not only bad for the environment and the importance of being 

resourceful given current food shortages. He delighted us with an amazing choice of either chicken or 

vegan curry.  



 

Pupils’ keenness for music has been given an amazing boost with the purchase of new I.T. software and 

instruments. Anyone passing the school building could easily mistake us for a recording studio as pupils 

eagerly spend lots of their own lunch and breaktimes jamming and mastering new techniques! David, our 

onsite musical expert, has sparked a fresh wave of interest by our pupils by his enthusiasm for the subject. 

Music in schools is often overlooked but we really value the contribution it makes to pupil well-being and 

learning. One of our staff members did offer to be the lead singer of any future pupil rock band but 

somehow was unanimously turned down by them after a quick demo, but to cheer him up they have said 

he can be their roadie when they hit the big time! 

 



Romeo and Juliet studies in our communication topic have seen pupils increase their understanding of the 

story and extend their appreciation of Shakespeare. This week pupils continued to read the text, either 

individually or as a group, then extract and analyse facts and the story structure. It was pleasing to see how 

some pupils challenged themselves to discuss their own and critique peers’ viewpoints. 

 

Lastly, we were proud of our pupils who visited Knockhatch Park to study the animal centre and develop 

their social confidence. Their behaviour and engagement were a credit to them and to EducateU. The 

contribution off-site learning gives to our pupils is so important and we are so fortunate to be able to 

provide such opportunities for them.  

 

Best wishes, 

The secondary team 

 


